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The kinetics and reaction chemistry for the pyrolysis of Maplewood lignin were investigated using
both a pyroprobe reactor and a thermogravimetric analyser mass spectrometry (TGA-MS).
Lignin residue after enzymatic hydrolysis and organosolv lignin derived from Maplewood were
used to measure the kinetic behaviours of lignin pyrolysis and to analyse pyrolysis product
distributions. The enzymatic lignin residue pyrolyzed at lower temperature than that of
organosolv lignin. The differential thermogravimetric (DTG) peaks for pyrolysis of the enzymatic
residue were more similar to the DTG peaks for pyrolysis of the original Maplewood than DTG of
the organosolv lignin. The condensable liquid volatile products were collected from a Pyroprobe
reactor with a liquid nitrogen trap. The primary monomeric phenolic compounds were guaiacol,
syringol, and vanillic acid. However, only 14–36 carbon% of the sample could be detected by
GC-MS. Over 60 carbon% of the condensable products were heavy tar molecules that are not
detectable by GC-MS. These heavy tar molecules are the primary products from pyrolysis of
lignin. Intermediate solid samples were also collected at various pyrolysis temperatures and
characterized by elemental analysis, FT-IR, DP-MAS 13C NMR, and TOC. The methoxy groups
and ether linkages decreased and the non-protonated aromatic carbon–carbon bonds increased in
the solid residues as the pyrolysis temperature increased. The carbon content of the initial lignin
feed (derived from enzymatic hydrolysis) and the solid polyaromatics residue (obtained at 773 K)
was 58 wt% and 74 wt% respectively. This polyaromatic residue contained about 69 wt% of the
original lignin feed. The solid polyaromatics undergo further slow decomposition accompanied by
a constant release of carbon dioxide as the pyrolysis reaction continues. The pyrolysis of the
enzymatic lignin residue was modelled by two reactions in series. In the first pyrolysis step the
lignin was decomposed with an apparent activation energy of 74 kJ mol-1 and a heat of reaction of
-8,780 kJ kg-1. The second pyrolysis step had an apparent activation energy of 110 kJ mol-1 and a
heat of reaction of -2,819 kJ kg-1. Lignin pyrolysis has lower activation energies and higher heats
of reaction than cellulose pyrolysis.

Introduction

Fast pyrolysis has attracted numerous interest as a viable and
promising technique to convert lignocellulosic biomass into
valuable chemicals or fuel.1–8 Lignocellulosic biomass consists
of three major components (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin)
that exhibit significantly different decomposition behaviours.
Lignin is the second most abundant macrocomponent present
in biomass. Industrial lignins are mostly available as byproducts
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which are commonly used for a heat source to generate process
steam.9 Efficient catalytic upgrading or accurate control of
chemical routes that allow the conversion of lignin into liquid
transportation fuels have not been developed yet due to the
limited understanding and ability to manipulate the underlying
reaction chemistry.10,11 Nevertheless, lignin has gained numerous
interest as a feedstock for liquid fuel production due to its
aromatic based structure, high energy density and abundance
in nature.11

Lignin has a complex amorphous structure that mainly
consists of methoxylated phenylpropane units connected by
various linkages. Formation of lignin is considered to in-
volve polymerization steps of three monolignols: p-coumaryl,
coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols.12 Fig. 1 shows the illustrative
model structure of lignin and common linkages.13 Ether linkages
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Table 1 Proportion of major linkages in lignin14

Linkages Type Softwood (%) Hardwood (%)

b-O-4-Aryl ether C–O–C 46 60
a-O-4-Aryl ether C–O–C 6–8 6–8
4-O-5-Diaryl ether C–O–C 3.5–4 6.5
b-5-Phenylcoumaran C–C 9–12 6
5-5-Biphenyl C–C 9.5–11 4.5
b-1-(1,2-
Diarylpropane)

C–C 7 7

b-b-(Resinol) C–C 2 3
Other — 13 5

Fig. 1 Illustrative model of enzymatic lignin residue and common
linkage types (Adapted from ref. 13, 62, 63).

occupy the largest proportion of lignin regardless of its origin,
i.e. softwood or hardwood lignin. Among them b-O-4 is the most
common ether linkage as summarized in Table 1.14 In addition
to the ether linkages, C–C bonds including b-5, 5-5, b-1 and
b-b also play a role in connecting lignin monomeric aromatic
substructure.

The lignin structures and composition of functional groups
widely vary depending on the origin of biomass. It is generally
known that the isolation of lignin compounds from original
biomass is difficult to achieve without chemical modification.15

Lignin extractives are mainly classified into two different
categories based on the separation methods.16 One is the lignin
extracted by its dissolution in solvent and the other is the
lignin residue obtained after removal of sugar components by
hydrolysis. In the former method, lignin linkages are broken by
strong acid,17,18 base catalysts19 or mechanical stress.20 Resulting
smaller fragments of lignin are dissolved in the solvent to be
extracted. In the latter method, cellulose and hemicellulose are
hydrolyzed by acids21,22 or enzymes.23 Resulting sugar monomers
are soluble in a liquid mixture and the lignin compound
remains as an insoluble solid residue. Thus it is expected that
the lignin residue obtained from hydrolysis is more similar

to the original lignin than the lignin extracted in a solvent
since the lignin residues are exposed to less severe chemical
reactions.

The kinetics of cellulose pyrolysis can be understood by the
formation of active cellulose followed by reactions that form
volatile organic compounds, char, and gases such as carbon
dioxide.24–34 The cellulose kinetics can be modelled by first order
reaction models.33–40 Pyrolysis of lignin occurs over a wider
temperature range than that of cellulose.41 With the increase
of temperature, lignin linkages start to break where bond
dissociation energy is relatively low. The thermally weak bonds
are mainly hydroxyl groups attached to b or g carbons and ether
bonds including b-O-4, which are most abundant linkage type
in most lignin structures.14,42 Their bond cleavages contribute to
a high production of water and condensable volatile products at
low temperature. The methoxyl groups are more resistant against
thermal degradation than the ether linkages which allows for
the formation of a large fraction of methoxyl phenols such
as guaiacol and syringol among condensable volatile products.
Thermal decomposition at a low temperature produces a large
amount of polyaromatics. Liu et al.43 have observed using GC-
MS analysis that lignin pyrolysis at high temperatures (>1000
K) produces fragments of polyaromatics rather than methoxyl
phenols in the volatile species.

Understanding the kinetics and chemistry of lignin pyrolysis
is critical for the advancement of many different biomass
conversion techniques since biomass feedstocks contain a large
amount of lignin. A handful of researchers have estimated
lumped kinetic parameters of lignin pyrolysis.16,44–58 Jiang et al.52

summarized the global kinetic parameters from the literature
for lignin pyrolysis and estimated by Kissinger’s method.59 The
Kissinger method is commonly used to estimate global reaction
parameters of biomass pyrolysis by fitting the maximal decom-
position temperatures in DTG curves to temperature ramps.
They compared kinetic parameters of lignin pyrolysis for four
lignin types including alkali lignin, hydrolytic lignin, organosolv
lignin, and Klason lignin derived from various hardwoods and
softwoods. In general, apparent activation energies for lignin
pyrolysis reported in the literature vary from 50 to 150 kJ
mol-1. These values are much lower than the activation energy
of cellulose pyrolysis (200 kJ mol-1) into volatile organics.34

When a slow temperature ramp (<10 K min-1) is applied, lignin
pyrolysis starts at below 500 K, which is lower than the onset
of hemicellulose and cellulose decomposition.41,53 The lignin
pyrolysis however occurs over a very broad temperature range. A
wide variety of C–O and C–C linkages are broken during lignin
pyrolysis which might be better described by a correlation with
the discrepancy of activation energy barriers. Some literature52,60

employed the distributed activation energy models (DAEM) that
fit activation energies by regression with pseudo reaction steps
having different reaction orders. However, the DAEM model
does not reflect a specific chemical mechanism. Despite the
complex reaction chemistry of lignin pyrolysis, the majority of
kinetic models have been developed based on the assumption of
a first order single step reaction.16 However, it has been reported
that lignin pyrolysis undergoes multiple decomposition steps
relying on the pyrolysis temperature.54,55

There have been limited efforts to try and identify the
temperature dependence of the lignin pyrolysis products.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 | 429
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Iatridis et al.56 conducted the pyrolysis experiments for a
precipitated Kraft lignin. They measured the formation of tar,
gas, monomeric phenols and the weight change of solid species
as a function of temperature and time. They observed that a
pyrolysis temperature of 473 K is sufficient to produce volatile
species from lignin pyrolysis and the final weight loss increases
with temperature (65% weight loss at 1023 K) by producing
volatile species. However, they were not able to establish an
accurate kinetic model describing the lignin pyrolysis due to the
lack of information on the reaction mechanism. Avni51,57,58 and
King49 studied the pyrolysis of several lignin species extracted
by hydrolysis and ethanol organosolv methods from aspen and
pinewood. They observed that the major gas species and tar
products were CO, CO2, H2O, CH4, SO2, CS2, C2H2, C2H4,
C3H6, benzene, heavy paraffins and olefins, in their experiments.
An in situ FT-IR with low resolution spectra was used to
determine the production rates of gaseous and volatile species.
They claimed that the predicted activation energy for the
evolution of volatile chemicals (48 kcal mol-1) is in a very
good agreement with the estimated activation energy of the
ether linkages connecting the phenyl propane subunits. Nunn et
al.55 employed a captive sample electrical screen heater reactor
to investigate pyrolysis products changes along reaction tem-
perature. They have performed gas chromatographic analysis
for non-condensable gaseous and light condensable product
distribution as a function of temperature but not for major
phenolic compounds standing for heavy liquid volatile products
from lignin pyrolysis. They observed continuous evolution of
CO, CO2 and CH4 after the cessation of significant weight loss
above 1050 K. They stated that this might be due to secondary
cracking of tar. Similar results were reported by Caballero et
al.44 They employed a pyroprobe reactor to analyze the primary
pyrolysis products of Kraft lignin at high temperature ramps.
They combined mass and energy balance equations to estimate
kinetic parameters. They derived temperature dependences of
pre-exponential factor and activation energy which seem not
applicable for the general description of intrinsic kinetics. Very
recently, Jiang et al.61 reported the temperature effect on the
distribution of pyrolysis products from Alcell and Asian lignins
using a Py-GC-MS, however the correlation with kinetic model
was not established.

The objective of this study is to develop a lumped kinetic
model of lignin pyrolysis at low temperatures (<673 K) that
utilizes mechanistic insight derived from chemical analysis of
lignin chemistry. We have tested two different lignin types
extracted from Maplewood (lignin residue after enzymatic
hydrolysis and organosolv lignin) for the kinetic study of lignin
pyrolysis. The pyrolysis of each lignin sample was conducted
in both a TGA and a pyroprobe reactor, and compared with
the original Maplewood sample. One plausible lumped reaction
mechanism was proposed, and the governing rate equations
were derived. Constant temperature and dynamic experimental
data from thermogravimetric analysis were used to compare
with the kinetic model to estimate rate parameters correlated
by the Arrhenius equation. We expect that the kinetic models
of different macrocomponents, including lignin in this study,
can be further applied to develop an optimal design for
biomass conversion technologies which involve pyrolysis of
lignin.

Experimental

Materials

In this study, two different types of lignin were prepared to
study the reaction chemistry of Maplewood lignin. One sample is
lignin residue remaining after enzymatic hydrolysis and the other
is ethanol organosolv lignin (hereafter they will be designated
by ‘solid lignin residue’ and ‘organosolv lignin’ for brevity).

The solid lignin residue was prepared by removal of hemicel-
lulose and cellulose compounds by hydrolysis of Maplewood.
The hemicellulose compounds were removed by a hot water
pretreatment in a pressurized Parr reactor (620–1517 kPa;
1 L volume) followed by overnight pre-soaking of 10 wt%
of Maplewood in water. Filtration and washing produced a
solid fraction that mainly contained cellulose and lignin. The
pretreated solid was then hydrolysed by enzymes (Spezyme and
Novozyme) to remove the cellulose at pH 4.8 and 50 ◦C to obtain
the solid Maplewood lignin residue. The detailed procedures for
enzymatic hydrolysis and the composition analysis are described
by Jae et al.23 The major impurities in the lignin residue sample
were cellulose (11.6 wt%) and hemicellulose (3.3 wt%).

Organosolv lignin was prepared according to the method of
Pan et al.17 Maplewood was reacted with ethanol and water
mixture (1 : 1) in the presence of 1.25% of sulfuric acid at the
temperature of 180 ◦C for one hour. The resulting liquid mixture
was diluted with water to precipitate organosolv lignin. Finally,
a solid organosolv lignin sample was prepared by filtration and
drying in the oven at 110 ◦C overnight.

The molecular weights of the samples were measured by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC). Shimadzu HPLC system
with an UV detector (frequency 254 nm) and Varian Meso-
Pore column (part No. 1113–6325) was used with stabilized
tetrahydrofuran (THF) as a mobile phase flowing at 0.5 cm3

min-1. Lignin samples for GPC were prepared by dissolving
in THF at 1 wt% concentration. Only 16 wt% of solid lignin
residue was dissolved in THF. The solid lignin residue sample
did not dissolve completely in THF. We were not able to
measure molecular distribution for the insoluble part of solid
lignin residue. This insoluble lignin most likely has a higher
molecular weight distribution than the soluble fraction.64 The
lignin solutions in THF were filtered with 0.45 mm filter and
used for GPC analysis. The GPC column was calibrated with
polystyrene molecular weight standards in the range of 162 to
38 640 Da. The resulting GPC diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.
The molecular weights of lignin samples are widely distributed
between 100 to 10 000 Da. The lignin residue sample shows
several peaks having different molecular weights while the
organosolv lignin has only one broad peak.

Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)

FT-IR spectra for different solid products from lignin pyrolysis
were obtained using a Bruker Equinox 55 infrared spectrometer
with DRIFTS cell (Praying MantisTM from Harrick Scientific).
The number of scans was set at 100 with a resolution of 4 cm-1,
over the range 4000–400 cm-1. Dry powder samples were used
directly without dilution in KBr. KBr was used to obtain a
background spectrum prior to sample measurements.

430 | Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 2 Molecular weight distribution curves for two types of lignins; (a)
solid lignin residue after enzymatic hydrolysis of Maplewood (solid line);
(b) lignin from Maplewood by using ethanol/water solution organosolv
extraction method (dotted line).

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) analysis

The pyrolysis of lignin was performed in a TGA-DSC (TA
instruments SDT Q600 system) to measure the weight loss under
dynamic or isothermal conditions. A helium gas (ultra-high-
purity grade; 100 ml min-1) was used as a carrier gas sweeping
volatile and gas products out of furnace continuously. Different
weight loadings (5–25 mg of sample) were used to check the effect
of initial sample size of TGA-MS experiment. All samples sizes
in the range showed almost identical pyrolysis characteristics.
A typical amount of biomass used for the other experiments
in the TGA was about 10 mg. Each sample was pre-dried in
the TGA at 110 ◦C for one hour. Gaseous products leaving
the TGA were analyzed by a quadrupole mass spectrometry
(Extorr XT 300 with an electron ionization voltage at 27 eV).
SDT Q600 system was also used to collect intermediate solid
samples during the pyrolysis. The sample was heated up to the
predetermined final temperature at a temperature ramp of 150 K
min-1 and a fast He-cooling system to stop the pyrolysis as soon
as it reached the reaction temperature. The weight difference
right before and after the cooling step was measured to confirm
any further decomposition. A negligible amount of weight loss
(less than 3 wt%) was detected at this step. The intermediate
solid products were recovered and stored in a closed ampoule
for further analysis. In addition to TGA, a DSC was used to
quantify the heat of reaction for each step.

Pyroprobe reactor with GC-MS and nitrogen trap

Lignin pyrolysis experiments were conducted using a model
2000 pyroprobe analytical pyrolizer (CDS Analytical Inc.). The
pyroprobe was connected to a model 5890 gas chromatograph
(GC) interfaced with a Hewlett Packard model 5972A mass
spectrometer (MS) to quantify the volatile products. A capillary
column (Restek Rtx-5sil MS) was used as a stationary phase
and a helium gas was used for an inert pyrolysis gas as well as a
mobile phase for the GC analysis. Pyroprobe experiments were
also conducted in a 20 ml glass vial which was soaked in a liquid
nitrogen trap to collect the liquid samples. The same heating

ramps applied in the TGA-DSC experiments were applied to
most pyrolysis experiments.

DP-MAS 13C NMR

Direct polarization-magic angle spinning was used in this work
to analyse intermediate solid product samples obtained from
TGA. Samples were packed in a 4-mm-diam zirconia rotor with
a Kel-F cap and examined at a 13C frequency of 75.47 MHz in a
Bruker DSX-300 spectrometer at a spinning speed of 9 KHz for
24 h. The 13C 180◦ pulse length was 8 ms and 90◦ pulse was 4 ms.
The decoupling strength of DP-MAS was 60 kHz.

Total organic carbon (TOC)

The carbon content in solid samples was analysed in a total
organic carbon analyser. The solid samples were completely
combusted at 900 ◦C under constant oxygen flow in Shimadzu
Solid Sample Module SSM-5000A. The amount of carbon
dioxide was quantified with Shimadzu TOC-V CPH.

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC)

The samples were dissolved in THF and injected into a
Shimadzu HPLC system (SIL-20ACHT Auto sampler, LC-
20AD Solvent Delivery Module, DGU-20A5 Degasser, CTO-
20A Column Oven, SPD-M20A UV-Vis detector) with Agilent
Mesopore column. The molecular weight was calculated based
on the series of polystyrene standards. The flow rate of solvent
was 0.5 ml min-1 and the signal from UV-Vis detector was taken
at 254 nm.

Kinetic modelling

TGA has widely been used to develop lumped kinetic models
of biomass pyrolysis. Two different approaches are generally
employed to study kinetics of biomass pyrolysis: (1) constant
temperature experiments and (2) dynamic experiments. Under
constant temperature conditions the overall weight loss is
measured with time during pyrolysis.

In the current study, we propose that the pyrolysis of
lignin follows a two-step reaction pathway. In the first step,
lignin decomposes into solid polyaromatics and volatile organic
compounds. Volatile products diluted in a carrier gas leave the
system. Polyaromatics remain as solids and undergo further
decomposition into gas and vapour products in the second step.
The governing rate equations are shown in eqn (1) and (2).

dm

dt
k mL

L= − 1 (1)

dm

dt
f k m k mP

P L P= −1 2 (2)

In eqn (1) and (2) ki is the rate constant at the step i correlated
by Arrhenius equation, mL and mP are the weight for lignin and
polyaromatics in a solid mixture. f P is the weight fraction for the
formation of polyaromatics in the first step. The weight of total
solid derived from lignin pyrolysis, hC , is the sum of lignin and
polyaromatics.

hL = mL + mP (3)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 | 431
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Fig. 3 Thermogravimetric (a, b and c) and differential thermal (d, e, and f) curves for the pyrolysis of Maplewood (I), solid lignin residue after
enzymatic hydrolysis (II) and lignin extracted from Maplewood by organosolv method (III) at heating ramps of 1 (a and d) 15 (b and e) and 150 K
min-1(c and f).

Solid lignin residue samples contain carbohydrate impurities,
which mainly belong to the cellulose fraction in the original
biomass. A kinetic model for cellulose was applied to estimate
the weight changes of cellulose fraction and overall weight
change of the pyrolysis of lignin residue was calculated based
on the summation rule.65 The overall weight observed in TGA
for the pyrolysis of lignin residue is shown in eqn (4).

h = aLhL + aChC (4)

In eqn (4) hC is the weight of solid derived by cellulose
pyrolysis. aL and aC are the fractions of lignin and cellulose
in lignin residue sample, respectively.

The kinetic parameters for lignin pyrolysis were obtained by
adjusting the model parameters to all experimental data. During
parameter estimation, the objective function given in eqn (5) was
minimized.

error  sum calc= −∑∑ h hij ij
ji

exp
(5)

In eqn (5) i and j denote the index for recorded experimental
data points in the TGA and the index for data set in isothermal
or dynamic experiments, respectively. The model was prepared
using a Matlab code, ‘ode23.m’ was used to solve coupled
ordinary differential equations.

Results and discussion

Pyrolysis of biomass samples in TGA

The pyrolysis behaviours of raw Maplewood, solid lignin residue,
and organosolv lignin were measured by TGA as shown in Fig.
3. A significant weight loss by multiple decompositions was
observed at a temperature range between 400–1000 K. With
the slow temperature ramp of 1 K min-1, decomposition of both
Maplewood and solid lignin residue are completed at about

775 K. However, organosolv lignin exhibits decomposition at a
higher temperature and completely disappears at 900 K. During
lignin pyrolysis, more than 25% of initial weight was volatilized
at a low temperature (<700 K) and a slow weight loss was
observed at a higher temperature. Only a small fraction (20–
30%) of raw Maplewood is converted into the solid intermediate
products. The lignin samples produce more solid intermediate
products at the faster temperature ramp. The organosolv lignin
produced more solid intermediate products than the solid lignin
residue.

A DTG curve for biomass pyrolysis gives another insight
into the pyrolysis of each macrocomponent. Hemicellulose and
cellulose decompose at 495–590 K and at 590–673 K at 10 K
min-1, respectively.41,65 Lignin decomposes at a broad tempera-
ture range from 400 to 1273 K, which varies depending on the
lignin type.16,41 The first decomposition peak for Maplewood
pyrolysis at 1 K min-1 appears around 525 K, and a narrow
peak appears at 590 K. These first two peaks correspond to the
decomposition of hemicellulose and cellulose, respectively.23,33

With an increase of temperature, the decomposition continues
until it reaches 775 K. The corresponding DTG curve (at
600–775 K) is broad compared to peaks of hemicellulose and
cellulose. The maximum decomposition rate occurs at 740–750
K. This matches with solid lignin residue and ethanol organosolv
lignin. The DTG curve for organosolv lignin shows a wider
decomposition pattern at a higher temperature than the solid
lignin residue. This implies that solid lignin residue is more
representative than organosolv lignin to study the kinetics of
lignin in virgin biomass.

Preparation of solid intermediate product

The pyrolysis of lignin results in a weight loss of sample by re-
leasing volatile products and accumulating a highly carbonized
material in a residual solid mixture which we will refer to as

432 | Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Table 2 Elemental analysis for original Maplewood lignins and solid
product samples obtained at (a) 373, (b) 648, (c) 713, and (d) 773 K
during the pyrolysis of lignin residue from enzymatic hydrolysis at a
heating ramp of 150 K min-1

Sample C (wt%) H (wt%) O (wt%) H/Ceff
a

Organosolv lignin 64.94 5.39 29.67 0.31
Maplewood 48.59 5.92 45.49 0.06
ab 58.81 5.70 35.49 0.26
b 66.37 4.89 28.74 0.23
c 72.20 4.12 23.68 0.19
d 74.25 3.60 22.15 0.13

a H/Ceff = (H - 2O)/C where H, C, and O are molar number of hydrogen,
carbon, and oxygen atoms, respectively. b Predried sample for solid lignin
residue.

‘polyaromatics’ in this paper. The polyaromatics yield from
cellulose increases with decreasing temperature or decreasing
temperature ramps.34,66 In contrast, the polyaromatics yield from
lignin pyrolysis increases with temperature ramp as shown in
Fig. 3. We employed a TGA to collect three intermediate solid
product samples of the solid lignin residue as a function of
time at a temperature ramp of 150 K min-1 as shown in Fig.
4. Elemental analysis of each sample is summarized in Table 2.
The weight percent of carbon in the samples increased with
increasing temperature. The weight fraction of oxygen and
hydrogen in the samples decreased with increasing temperature.

Fig. 4 Thermogravimetric curve for the pyrolysis of Maplewood lignin
residue from enzymatic hydrolysis at a heating ramp of 150 K min-1.
Circles are the points where solid samples are taken for analysis.

More than 40 wt% of lignin residue can be volatilized in
the first decomposition step (shown as point C in Fig. 4). As
a result, a significant amount of carbon is concentrated in
a solid mixture. Several phenolic compounds are detected as
condensable liquid products and their analysis is discussed in
later sections. Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water were
the major gases species identified by the MS connected to TGA
via a heated line minimizing condensation of light molecules.

The effective hydrogen-to-carbon ratio (H/Ceff) is a measure
of the effective amount of hydrogen in a biomass feedstock.67,68

Most biomass feedstocks have H/Ceff ratios lower than 0.5 due
to high oxygen contents while petroleum-based feedstocks have
a value between 1–2.69 The Maplewood has a low value, 0.06 due

to high oxygen content. The organosolv lignin has H/Ceff ratio
five times that of original Maplewood. This implies that lignin
compounds have a high relative hydrogen content compared
to the cellulose and hemicellulose fraction of the biomass. The
H/Ceff ratio in the solid lignin residues decreases with increasing
pyrolysis temperature.

Analysis of lignin pyrolysis products

The IR spectra of solid lignin residue and its intermediate
solid pyrolysis products were measured at room temperature
to examine how the functional groups of the solid residue
change with temperature as shown in Fig. 5. The characteristic
wavelengths of various functional groups are listed in Table 3.
There are two characteristic wavenumber regions (2800–3500
cm-1 and 600–1750 cm-1) that are indicative of the structure of
lignin and the thermal degradation due to pyrolysis.

Fig. 5 FT-IR spectra of (a) solid lignin residue from enzymatic
hydrolysis, and solid product samples obtained at (b) 648 K, (c) 713
K, and (d) 773 K during the pyrolysis at a heating ramp of 150 K min-1.

The broad band at 3420 cm-1 (OH stretching vibration) de-
creases with increasing pyrolysis temperature. The OH stretching

Table 3 Characterization of FT-IR spectra of solid lignin residue from
enzymatic hydrolysis and solid product samples by pyrolysis

Band (cm-1) Characteristics Changes Ref.

3420 OH stretching Decrease 70,71
3070 Aromatic CH stretching Increase 71
2938 Aliphatic CH stretching Decrease 71
2842 Methoxyl Disappear 71
1712, 1668 C O stretching (aromatic ring) Decrease 70
1598, 1513,1425 Aromatic ring vibration Decrease 70,71
1463,1368 CH deformation Decrease 70
1330 Syringyl Disappear 70
1270 Guaiacyl Decrease 70
1060,1037 CH & CO deformation Decrease 70
915,836 Aryl CH wags Persist 71
669 OH out of plane bending Disappear 71

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 | 433
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vibration is due to phenolic groups and adsorbed water. The
bands at 3070 and 2938 cm-1 indicate aromatic and aliphatic
CH stretching respectively. It is notable that the band at 3070
cm-1 indicating aromatic CH stretching increases with pyrolysis
temperature while the band at 2938 cm-1 decreases. This implies
that the carbon from lignin pyrolysis is accumulated in the form
of polyaromatic rings. There was a clear disappearance of the
band at 2842 cm-1 indicating methoxyl group decrease with
increasing temperature.

A carbonyl group characterized by bands at 1712 and 1668
cm-1 decreases with increasing temperature. The syringyl and
guaiacyl group bands appear at 1330 and 1270 cm-1, respectively.
These two are characteristic bands for lignin compounds. Similar
to a previous IR spectral study of lignin pyrolysis,70 it was ob-
served that the predominant intensities of syringyl and guaiacyl
groups disappear first with an increase of pyrolysis temperature.
This indicates that the mechanism of lignin pyrolysis initially
includes the loss of ether linkages.

DP-MAS results and the chemical shifts of the major peaks
of the solid pyrolysis samples are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 4.
Peak 1 belongs to methoxy groups. This peak disappears as the
temperature increases. Peak 2 is an overlap of the Ca-OR in
lignin and CHOH of carbohydrates. We can also see a cellulose
peak at 104 PPM (labelled peak 3). This peak decreases at 648 K,
which is the temperature where most cellulose decomposes.33 The
Ca-OR peak, which corresponds to a ether bond, disappears
with increasing temperature. The b-O-4 linkage is in the range
of 82–86 ppm. This peak disappears at a temperature of 648 K.
Peak 3 in the 98–142 ppm is the non-protonated aromatic C–C
and some carbohydrate peaks. A broad peak, at 98–142 ppm,
with an aromatic chemical shift forms at 773 K. The solid left

Fig. 6 Direct polarization/magic angle spinning (DP/MAS) spectra
of (a) solid lignin residue from enzymatic hydrolysis, and solid product
samples obtained at (b) 648, (c) 713, and (d) 773 K during the pyrolysis
at a heating ramp of 150 K min-1.

Table 4 NMR chemical shifts63 of solid lignin residue from enzymatic
hydrolysis

Peak number Chemical shift (ppm) Moiety

1 56 Methoxy group
2 73 Ca-OR of lignin and

CHOH of carbohydrates
3 82–86 Cb-OR of lignin
4 104 OCHO of carbohydrates
5 135 Aromatic carbon
6 147,152 Aromatic C–O

Table 5 Percentage of total spectral area assigned to methoxy group
and nonprotonated aromatic carbon from DP/MAS for (a) solid lignin
residue from enzymatic hydrolysis, and solid product samples obtained
at (b) 648, (c) 713, and (d) 773 K during the pyrolysis at a heating ramp
of 150 K min-1

Sample
48–61.2 ppm
(Methoxy group)

98–142 ppm (Nonprotonated
aromatic C–C)

a 21.95% 31.4%
b 16.95% 43.34%
c 7.17% 52.68%
d 2.3% 61.64%

after the lignin pyrolysis has an aromatic-based structure con-
sisting primarily of non-protonated aromatic C–C bonds. Table
5 summarizes the quantitative analysis of lignin characteristic
peaks during pyrolysis. The fraction of spectral area for methoxy
group decreases from 21.95 to 2.3% as temperature increases
while that of the non-protonated aromatic C–C increases from
31.4 to 61.64%. These results imply that the intermediate solid
products obtained from lignin pyrolysis are mainly composed
of polyaromatics. These results are consistent with the work of
Sharma et al.71 Wang and Low72 claimed that small reactive
fragments (alkene-like compounds) and monomeric aromatic
rings evolve at a lower temperature and form nuclei which
could be a precursor of cyclic polycarbon structure. At a
higher temperature, these units are further polymerized to form
larger polyaromatics. Other researchers42,73,74 have concluded
that homolytic bond cleavages, such as O-CH3 and ether bonds,
cause radical formation, which subsequently forms polycyclic
aromatic ring.

The lignin samples were pyrolyzed in a pyroprobe GC-MS
system under three temperatures at a temperature ramp of 150
K min-1. Table 6 lists the products from pyrolysis of these
samples. Between 68 to 93 wt% of the products produced by
pyrolysis in the pyroprobe reactor were solids. In general, the
pyrolysis of biomass in the pyroprobe produces more char
than the pyrolysis in a TGA system. This is because a high
concentration of pyrolysis vapors form in the pyroprobe which
induces further repolymerization or condensation, followed by
secondary reaction steps forming gas and coke.23,33 Between 0.2
to 6.7 wt% of the products were gases. The detected components
in the gas include carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water.
Liquid products were collected by conducting the experiments
in a 20 ml vial that was in a He atmosphere, which was soaked
in the liquid nitrogen to condense vapour products. In each
experiment, 6 to 24 wt% of liquid products can be collected.
A lower amount of liquid and gaseous products were produced

434 | Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Table 6 Overall weight distribution (wt%) of pyrolysis products of solid
lignin residue from enzymatic hydrolysis and ethanol organosolv lignin
from a pyroprobe reactor. Vapor and solid samples were collected using
a pyroprobe reactor with nitrogen trap at a heating ramp of 150 K min-1

Solid lignin residue Ethanol organosolv lignin

T/K Gasa Liquid Solid Gasa Liquid Solid

648 1.58 6.11 92.31 0.21 6.49 93.3
713 4.37 8.15 87.48 1.46 8.24 90.3
773 6.73 24.42 68.85 3.09 16.01 80.9

a Estimated based on mass balance.

from the ethanol organosolv lignin compared to the solid lignin
residue.

Table 7 shows the carbon balance for pyrolysis of the lignin
samples in the pyroprobe reactor. The solid products (unreacted
lignin and solid polyaromatic products) contained most of the
carbon (64–87%). The gaseous products contained less than
6% of the carbon. Gaseous products mainly contain carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide. Ethanol organosolv lignin had
much less gas production than solid lignin residue at the same
pyrolysis conditions. 12 to 30% of carbon was collected as liquid
condensate.

Table 8 shows the carbon selectivity of each quantifiable
product in the liquid samples which are analysed by GC-MS.
Carbon selectivity is defined by carbon content in each species
divided by the overall carbon amount in the detectable liquid and
unidentified products. We were only able to quantify 14 to 36
carbon% of the products in the liquid product with most of these
products being monomeric aromatics. Guaiacol, syringol and
vanillic acid are the highest observable detectable compounds
even though each of these compounds has a carbon selectivity
of less than 6.0%. These results agree with the recent analysis of
volatile products from lignin pyrolysis reported by Bridgwater
et al.61 They mentioned that unidentifiable products in their
analysis are most likely larger molecular weight compounds
that are formed from lignin pyrolysis while monomeric products
come from the ether bond cleavages in lignin. The ether bond
is easy to break due to low dissociation energy.75 Kawamoto et
al.76 proposed the reaction mechanism that the bond cleavages
during lignin pyrolysis results from radical reactions including

Table 7 Carbon balance (carbon molar%) of pyrolysis products of
solid lignin residue from enzymatic hydrolysis and ethanol organosolv
lignin obtained from Py-GC-MS analysis with a heating ramp of 150 K
min-1

T/K Gasa Liquidb Solid Unidentifiedc

Solid lignin residue
648 0.46 1.73 87.43 10.38
713 5.39 2.67 80.59 11.35
773 6.00 10.68 64.34 18.98

Ethanol organosolv lignin
648 0.04 0.38 87.18 12.40
713 0.36 1.01 82.90 15.73
773 0.75 4.00 81.94 13.31

a Gases are a mixture of CO and CO2. b Products detected from GC-MS.
c Heavy liquid condensates which can’t be detected in GC-MS; carbons
are estimated based on the balance.

H-abstraction on phenolic group. They claimed that Cb–O bond
homolysis generating radical species initiates chain reactions.

Fig. 7 shows a weight loss curve of lignin residue from
TGA measurement and corresponding mass spectra of gaseous
species as a function of time. Isothermal conditions were kept
at 1273 K, after a temperature increase from 323 K to 1237
K with a temperature ramp of 50 K min-1, to observe gas-
phase changes during decomposition. Within 10 min, 60% of
the initial product weight was volatilized with the remaining
mass pyrolyzing after about 40 min. The volatile species were
mainly water, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in the first
decomposition step as shown in Fig. 7. Small peaks of CH4

and H2 were also detected. This implies that the lignin pyrolysis
accompanies minor dehydrogenation and demethanation in the
first decomposition step. The CO2 concentration did not change
through the overall decomposition. No detectable other gases
were found after the initial decomposition step. This suggests
that the residual carbon may undergo oxidation by the low levels
of oxygen forming CO2 at the higher temperatures.

Fig. 7 (a) TGA curve for lignin pyrolysis and (b) mass spectrum
for gaseous products leaving TGA as a function of time. A constant
temperature ramp of 50 K min-1 followed by an isothermal condition at
1273 K was applied to the cold lignin sample (323 K) for the pyrolysis.

Reaction pathway for lignin pyrolysis

Fig. 8 shows our proposed lumped reaction mechanism of lignin
pyrolysis based on experimental observation. The molecular
formula of Maplewood lignin was estimated from the aver-
age molecular weight measured by GPC and from elemental
analysis of lignin residue. Maplewood lignin undergoes a fast

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 | 435
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Table 8 Carbon selectivity (%) of condensed liquid products from a Py-GC-MS analysis for solid lignin residue after enzymatic hydrolysis at a
heating ramp of 150 K min-1

Solid lignin residue Ethanol organosolv lignin

Product Formula 648 K 713 K 773 K 648 K 713 K 773 K

Furfural C5H4O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.59
5-Methylfurfural C6H6O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.10
Furfural alcohol C5H6O2 0.60 2.34 1.61 0.00 0.00 0.00
Phenol C6H6O 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.13
3-Methyl-1,2-cyclopentanedione C6H8O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.22
4-methylphenol C7H8O1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07
Guaiacol C7H8O2 0.06 0.18 3.02 0.04 0.08 0.93
Benzoic acid C7H6O2 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.05 0.10 0.44
2-Methoxy-4-methylphenol C8H10O2 0.21 0.01 1.24 0.12 0.36 1.95
2,3-Dimethoxy toluene C9H12O2 0.08 0.02 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
3-Methoxy-1,2-benzenediol C7H8O3 0.36 0.04 2.13 0.00 0.06 0.80
4-Ethyl-2-methoxyphenol C9H12O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.70
4-Methylcatechol C7H8O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.26
4-Hydroxy-3-methylacetophenone C9H10O2 0.26 0.20 1.55 0.07 0.03 0.41
Syringol C8H10O3 2.53 2.51 5.76 0.03 0.24 2.67
Vanillin C8H8O3 1.55 1.18 1.68 0.05 0.18 1.19
Vanillic acid C8H8O4 2.81 2.00 5.10 0.16 0.61 3.97
1-[4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl]-ethanone C9H10O3 0.30 0.42 0.90 0.65 0.96 3.27
1,2,3-trimethoxy-5-methyl-benzene C10H14O3 1.94 1.20 3.60 0.04 0.47 1.41
4-Methyl-2,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde C10H12O3 0.45 0.27 1.27 0.22 0.06 1.66
Diethyl phthalate C12H14O4 0.55 2.38 1.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
4-Hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde C9H10O4 1.01 1.75 1.54 0.59 0.08 0.21
Phenol, 2,6-dimethoxy-4-[2-propenyl]- C11H14O3 0.85 2.04 1.96 0.68 0.17 0.23
1-[4-Hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxyphenyl]ethanone C10H12O4 0.04 0.64 0.54 0.06 0.16 0.01
1-[2,4,6-Trihydroxy-3-methyl]-1-butanone C10H12O4 0.46 1.62 1.34 1.10 0.10 0.83
Unidentified 85.81 81.1 64.06 95.99 96.16 76.95

Fig. 8 Proposed reaction pathway of lignin pyrolysis.

decomposition at a low temperature and produces solid pol-
yaromatic hydrocarbons and volatile products. Overall material
and carbon balance equations were used to calculate the sto-
chiometric coefficients in the proposed reaction pathways. The
major volatile species include gaseous products (mainly water,
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide) as well as condensable
liquid products (e.g. guaiacol, syringol and vanillic acid). The
vapour composition was calculated based on the detectable
products accumulated after the pyrolysis of lignin residue from
ambient up to 773 K. The weight fraction converted into volatile
species (1 - f p) was about 0.31. This value coincides with the
estimated value obtained from the lumped kinetic model fit to
dynamic experimental data in TGA which will be discussed
later. The molecular formula of solid polyaromatic products
was calculated based on the work of Sharma71 and the carbon
balance of lignin residue pyrolysis at 773 K.

Kinetic parameters and heats of reaction for lignin pyrolysis

Few kinetic studies have been made for lignin pyrolysis com-
pared to cellulose pyrolysis. Past kinetic parameter estimations
were mainly done by comparing the global decomposition
models with the observed weight loss. Nunn et al.55 estimated
that the activation energy for milled wood lignin from sweet

gum is 82.0 kJ mol-1 from fitting the global decomposition rate.
Várhegyi et al.53 reported relatively small activation energies
of 34–65 kJ mol-1 for various milled wood lignins. Liu et al.54

developed a reaction model based on the two-step reaction
pathway similar to the one proposed by current study (Fig. 8).
They estimated that activation energies for the pyrolysis of Fir
lignin are 72.9 (E1), 136.9 kJ mol-1 (E2) and those of Birch lignin
87.2 (E1), 141.7 kJ mol-1 (E2), respectively. More recently, Jiang
et al.16 have reported rate parameters for the pyrolysis of various
lignin types. In their model, the reaction order was assumed not
to be one and was estimated as an adjustable parameter. They
estimated the reaction orders for most lignin to be one except
for Klason lignin (n ~ 1.5). The estimated activation energies
(134–172 kJ mol-1) were higher than those values in other lignin
pyrolysis studies.44–52,54,55

In our work, TGA experiments were performed under both
dynamic and constant temperature conditions to measure the
kinetic behaviour of lignin pyrolysis. The pyrolysis of solid
lignin residue was carried out at various temperature ramps
for the dynamic measurements (see Fig. S1 in supplementary
information†). The temperature at which decomposition initi-
ates in lignin pyrolysis increased with increasing temperature
ramp. In general, when a faster temperature ramp is applied
to biomass pyrolysis in a TGA experiment, a greater delay in
thermal decomposition is observed. The thermal delay is as-
cribed to the non-isothermal temperature distribution between
lignin sample and external measurement.77 Such thermal delay
appearing in dynamic TGA experiments can be accounted for to
estimate kinetic parameters by incorporating the characteristic
rate equations into the thermal-lag models. Thermal-lag models
are developed based on the energy balance across the sample

436 | Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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boundary and simplify the description of heat transfer within the
TGA to a single coefficient.33 We estimated kinetic parameters
by utilizing a thermal-lag correction factor to account for non-
isothermal reaction conditions. The first decomposition was fit
to the activation energy of 74.1 kJ mol-1 using the thermal-
lag model and the weight fraction of polyaromatics of 0.69. The
observed and estimated weight changes for different temperature
ramps are shown in Fig. 9. Antal78 reported similar values (0.65)
for the fraction of solid intermediate with the pyrolysis of Kraft
Pine lignin. He assumed that volatile products from pyrolysis
of lignin subsequently follow the competing decomposition
pathways in a similar way to the pyrolysis of cellulose with
activation energy differences of 54.8 kJ mol-1 between gas and
condensable liquid product formation. The decomposition of
solid polyaromatics occurs over the wider temperature range
and is significantly delayed by a fast temperature ramp. We
were not able to develop any relevant thermal-lag models for
the secondary decomposition at a fast temperature ramp due
to inconsistent thermal decomposition behaviours. In order to
develop a reliable reaction-transport model, it is required to
combine more detailed information on thermophysical proper-
ties of chemical species involved in the reaction.

Fig. 9 TGA curves for the initial pyrolysis of solid lignin residue at
heating ramps of 1(�), 5(�), 15(�), 50(♦), and 150(¥) K min-1. Lines
are model estimations for initial decomposition.

The constant temperature TGA experiments were repeated
at the temperature range of 523–673 K to evaluate kinetic
parameters for both reaction steps of lignin pyrolysis. The
kinetic model described by eqn 1–4 was used to fit the
constant temperature TGA data. Our kinetic model effectively
describes decomposition behaviour during lignin pyrolysis. The
resulting model fit and experimental weight changes of constant
temperature lignin pyrolysis are shown in Fig. 10. During the
parameter estimation, the activation energy estimated from
dynamic experiments, E1, was fixed to reduce the degrees of
freedom. The low activation energy barrier for reaction 1 gives
rise to the weight loss by volatile species production. At low
temperature (523 K), slow decomposition starts after about
20% volatilization. Below this temperature, it is expected that

Fig. 10 Weight changes for solid lignin residue pyrolysis at isothermal
conditions of T = 523(�), 573(�), 598(✩), 623(♦), 648(�), and 673 K
(¥). Lines are model predictions.

Table 9 Estimated lumped kinetic parameters and heats of reactions
for solid lignin residue pyrolysis

Log10[Ai(min-1)] Ei (kJ mol-1) -DHi (kJ kg-1)

k1 5.92 ± 0.48 74.42 ± 2.26 8780 ± 1287
k2 6.37 ± 0.04 109.98 ± 0.06 2819 ± 871

the kinetic effects of both reaction steps on the reaction rate
are more dominant. Above 573 K, a significant difference in
decomposition occurs after about 35% of total weight loss. The
second reaction (decomposition of polyaromatics) dominates at
this stage. At a lower temperature, a longer decomposition time
is required for the complete pyrolysis of lignin. The estimated
kinetic parameters together with measured reaction heats for
the solid lignin pyrolysis are summarized in Table 9. We can also
confirm that the model gives a reasonable fit for the dynamic
experimental data at the temperature ramp of 1 K min-1, whose
condition induces negligible thermal gradient across the sample
boundary (see Fig. S2 in supplementary information†).

We also measured the heats of reactions for each reaction step.
Both steps are highly exothermic and the overall heat change for
lignin pyrolysis was -11 600 kJ kg-1. In order to compare the
thermodynamic states between lignin and pyrolysis products,
we also measured the heat of combustion for the lignin using
a TGA at a temperature ramp of 150 K min-1 under the excess
oxygen environment. The combustion occurs at 673–1273 K
and the heat of combustion was -33 400 kJ kg-1. A comparable
value (-26 700 kJ kg-1 for the Douglas-fir lignin combustions)
can be found in the literature.79 The heat of combustion for lignin
pyrolysis is three times higher than the heat for lignin pyrolysis.
This result is consistent with a product of lignin pyrolysis being
carbon dioxide.

Conclusion

In this paper we have developed a lumped kinetic model of
pyrolysis of Maplewood lignin based on a two step lumped

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Green Chem., 2012, 14, 428–439 | 437
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reaction mechanism. We tested two lignins extracted from
Maplewood (solid lignin residue after enzymatic hydrolysis and
organosolv lignin) and compared their pyrolysis behaviours with
the Maplewood. The pyroprobe reactor and TGA system were
used to collect intermediate products.

Lignin pyrolysis involves two series of decomposition steps.
In the first step, lignin decomposed into volatiles and solid
products. The solid products were primarily polyaromatics.
The polyaromatics further decomposed at a temperature above
600 K. The volatile species are comprised of light gases and
condensable liquid mixture. The evolution of light gaseous
products was measured through Py-GC-MS and TGA-MS. CO,
CO2, and H2O were major gaseous species. Small amounts of
H2 and CH4 release were also observed. Condensable liquid
products were captured by a nitrogen trap in a pyroprobe
reactor and their concentrations were quantitatively measured
as a function of pyrolysis temperature by GC-MS. The con-
densable liquid species were mainly composed of identifiable
monomeric phenolics (14–36 carbon%) and unidentifiable heavy
tars. The major detectable products were guaiacol, syringol
and vanillic acid which result from the cleavage of ether
linkages.

Nonvolatile solid products, polyaromatics, were collected
as a solid mixture with unreacted lignin at various pyrolysis
temperatures in the TGA system. Resulting solid mixtures were
characterized using several analytical tools including elemental
analysis, FT-IR, DP-MAS 13C NMR, and TOC. Elemental
analysis and TOC results showed that a larger amount of
carbon transferred to the solid mixture and a larger amount
of oxygen transferred to the volatile species. FT-IR and DP-
MAS 13C NMR analysis of the solid intermediate products
indicated disappearance of methoxy groups and accumulation
of nonprotonated aromatic C–C bonds with the increase in
pyrolysis temperature. These results indicate that lignin pyrolysis
occurs primarily from cleavage of ether bonds leaving solid
polyaromatic compounds. The fraction of polyaromatics pro-
duced from lignin pyrolysis was about 0.69 which is in a good
agreement with the values from pyroprobe quantification, model
fitting and literature.78

The kinetic model was developed based on the total weight
changes of nonvolatile solid mixture (unreacted lignin with
polyaromatics). Constant temperature and dynamic TGA data
were analyzed to estimate kinetic parameters for the two-step
reaction paths of lignin pyrolysis. Lignin pyrolysis has lower
activation energies and pre-exponential factors than cellulose
pyrolysis. The first step in lignin pyrolysis occurs at 450–
700 K with an activation energy of 74 kJ mol-1. The second
decomposition step has a higher activation energy (110 kJ mol-1)
which results in the significant accumulation of polyaromatics
at a temperature above 700 K. The model developed in this
study is able to predict the thermal decomposition behavior of
lignin pyrolysis at isothermal conditions of a temperature range
from 523 to 673 K and nonisothermal condition at 1 K min-1

in which no significant heat or mass transfer limitation exists.
We also measured the heat of reaction for the lignin pyrolysis
using DSC. The reaction steps are highly exothermic (-8780 and
-2819 kJ kg-1 each) and thus the high exothermicity in biomass
pyrolysis is attributed to the thermal contribution by the fraction
of lignin content.
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